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TASP System-Wide Cost Estimates 
Introduction 
As shown throughout the previous chapters, Tennessee’s aviation system is robust and 
dynamic, able to meet the needs of current users while remaining poised to meet the needs of 
future users. In order to meet these needs, the TDOT Aeronautics Division recognizes that the 
system needs continual investment. Maintaining and expanding the state’s aviation system in 
order to meet current and future needs was the focus of Chapter 8 – Future System 
Performance. The primary focus of this chapter is to present the project cost estimates for the 
recommended projects as a result of Chapter 8 – Future System Performance. Future system 
performance needs were derived from an inventory and review of existing system performance 
on project Performance Measures (PMs) (see Chapter 2 – Inventory and Existing System 
Performance) and Facility and Service Objectives (F&SOs) (see Chapter 7 – Airport 
Classifications and NPIAS Evaluation).  

Airports considered to be deficient in meeting the established future performance targets for 
PMs and/or established F&SOs were reviewed to determine recommended projects to satisfy 
those performance components. The project cost estimates for recommended projects by 
airport classification and project type (i.e., maintenance or expansion) are detailed in this 
chapter. The project cost estimate methodology is described prior to the breakdown of the 
system-wide cost estimates.  

The project cost estimates presented in this chapter are organized in the following manner: 

 System-Wide Plan Cost Estimates – Combined 
 System-Wide Cost Estimates by Performance Measure 

o Goal #1: Protect and preserve existing airport infrastructure by prioritizing airport 
system needs. 

o Goal #2: Provide an airport system with available and cost-efficient 
transportation options for moving people and freight. 

o Goal #3: Improve the safety and security of airport system users. 
o Goal #4: Maximize federal, state, and local resources to meet airport system 

needs and minimize environmental impacts. 
o Goal #5: Invest in the airport system and aviation workforce to support economic 

growth and competitiveness. 
 System-Wide Cost Estimates by Facility & Service Objective 

o Airside Facilities 
o Landside Facilities 
o Planning 

Cost estimates were developed solely based on PM and F&SO performance and do not reflect 
actual airport capital improvement programs (ACIPs), nor do they reflect cost estimates as 
developed by the TDOT Aeronautics Division as part of the ACIP programming process. The 
cost estimates in this chapter are wholly independent from ACIP costs and cost estimates.   
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Cost Estimate Methodology 
The projects presented in this chapter demonstrate needs determined through airport 
performance based on established future system performance targets and F&SOs. For 
example, minimum runway width is defined for each airport classification in the F&SOs. For a 
Regional Service airport, the minimum runway width standard is 100 feet. If a Regional Service 
airport has a runway that is less than 100 feet wide, then that facility is deficient and a project, 
with an associated cost, is recommended to bring the runway width up to standard. It should be 
noted that for the purpose of the project cost estimates any airport that exceeds an F&SO is 
considered as meeting the standard.  

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) project cost estimates for airports across Tennessee were 
developed based on current material cost estimates and industry and market knowledge. 
Project cost estimates are presented in 2021 dollars and do not include an assumption or 
adjustment for escalation or inflation. Airports with projects identified in the Chapter 8 - Future 
System Performance that have recently been completed, such as relevant ACIP projects, were 
not included in the project cost estimates although they were identified as needs for future 
system performance.  

There is overlap in projects to address certain future system PM and F&SO deficiencies. When 
combining the project cost estimates from future system performance targets and F&SOs, these 

project overlaps were eliminated by 
choosing the project that resulted 
in the highest cost. For instance 
and as illustrated in Figure 1, Goal 
1 PM, Percent of infrastructure 
within its useful life, Buildings 
(terminal) – 40 years, and F&SO, 
Terminal/Administration 
Building/Facility (which is a target 
for each airport classification 
except Turf), have the same 
project recommendation for a 
deficiency. Taking the same 
previous example, in the combined 
project cost estimates section, the 
cost estimates from Goal 1, 
Percent of infrastructure within its 
useful life, Buildings (terminal) – 40 
years, were selected as more 
airports were deficient under this 
category and this category resulted 
in a higher total cost estimate.  

Figure 1: Project Overlap Scenario 
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System-Wide Plan Cost Estimates – Combined 
In order to gain a clear picture of the total system-wide project needs and associated project 
cost estimates, cost estimates for the PMs and F&SOs were combined to remove duplicate 
project costs for overlapping projects.  

Based on the removal of duplicate project cost estimates for overlapping projects, the system-
wide total project cost estimate is $1,470,962,363. Of the total combined system-wide project 
cost estimates, $1,124,367,332, or 76 percent, is identified for maintenance projects and 
$346,595,031, or 24 percent, is identified for expansion projects, as shown in Figure 2. Airport-
specific maintenance and expansion project costs are provided in Table 54 at the end of the 
Chapter. Maintenance project cost estimates are generally categorized as projects needed to 
maintain the existing system, while expansion projects are generally defined as new 
infrastructure or new programs at current system airports. It should be noted that most of the 
expansion project cost estimates are derived from the F&SOs. Due to the aforementioned 
duplicate project cost estimates between PM projects and F&SO projects, the total project cost 
estimate for PM projects by type, maintenance or expansion, should not be added to total cost 
estimate for F&SO projects by type.  

  

Figure 2: Combined System-Wide Plan Cost Estimates by Maintenance and Expansion 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
 

Maintenance
$1,124,367,332

(76%)

Expansion
$346,595,031

(24%)
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System-Wide Cost Estimates by Performance Measure 
The system-wide project cost estimates by Performance Measure (PM) are presented in this 
section and include project cost estimates for projects recommended in Chapter 8 – Future 
System Performance. A recap of the TASP Goals and PMs, as well as a breakdown of 
maintenance and expansion project cost estimates, is provided in Table 1.Projects are 
recommended to enhance the existing system and to meet the established future system 
performance targets.  

Future performance targets are defined for each PM. Future performance targets are expressed 
as the total number and percent of airports by classification needed to accomplish the 
overarching system-wide Goals of the TASP. Performance targets have been established for 
most PMs for most airport classifications. However, some performance targets are listed as “no 
target established” for certain airport classifications where the PM is not applicable. Projects are 
derived from airports not meeting the performance targets established for PMs. 

The following sections are organized by Goal and then PM, where the existing system 
performance, future system performance, and project cost estimates are presented for each 
PM. The total project cost estimate for all PM projects is $1,156,731,942. This includes 
$1,136,038,125 in maintenance projects and $20,693,818 in expansion projects. Note that due 
to the aforementioned duplicate project cost estimates between PM projects and F&SO 
projects, the total project cost estimate for PM projects should not be added to the total cost 
estimate for F&SO projects. 

Table 1: TASP Goals and Performance Measures 

Goal Performance Measure 
Maintenance 
Project Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion 
Project Cost 

Estimate 

Total Project Cost 
Estimate  

Goal #1 

 

Percent of airports meeting 
the airport pavement 
management system (APMS) 
objective: Runways > 65  

$127,571,242 $0 $127,571,242 

 

Percent of airports meeting 
the airport pavement 
management system (APMS) 
objective: Other Pavement 
(Taxiways/Aprons) > 60 

$222,393,886 $0 $222,393,886 

 

Percent of infrastructure 
within its useful life: 
Pavement 
(new/reconstruction) – 20 
years 

$173,117,648 $0 $173,117,648 
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Goal Performance 
Measure 

Maintenance 
Project Cost 

Estimate 
Expansion Project Cost 

Estimate 
Total Project 

Cost Estimate  

Goal #1 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: Pavement 
rehabilitation – 10 
years  

$70,865,874 $0 $70,865,874 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: Airfield 
lighting and signage – 
10 years 

$29,989,515 $2,952,908 $32,942,423 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: NAVAIDs 
and weather reporting 
equipment – 15 years 

$72,058,699 $17,740,910 $89,799,609 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: Terminal 
buildings – 40 years 

$337,798,795 $0 $337,798,795 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: Loading 
bridges – 20 years 

$1,398,000 $0 $1,398,000 

 

Percent of 
infrastructure within its 
useful life: Fencing – 
20 years 

$27,645,444 $0 $27,645,444 

Goal #1 Total $1,062,839,103 $20,693,818 $1,083,532,920 

Goal #2 

 

Percent of area and 
population within a 45-
minute drive to any 
Tennessee 
commercial service 
airport1 

N/A N/A N/A 

 

Percent of area and 
population within a 30-
minute drive to any 
Tennessee general 
aviation airport1 

N/A N/A N/A 

Goal #2 Total N/A N/A N/A 
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Goal Performance 
Measure 

Maintenance 
Project Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion Project Cost 
Estimate 

Total Project 
Cost Estimate 

Goal #3 

 

Percent of airports that 
have adopted an 
emergency response 
and/or security plan 

$803,160 $0 $803,160 

 

Percent of airports 
meeting federal design 
and safety criteria 
based on existing 
operations and current 
airport reference code 
(ARC) 

$64,357,162 $0 $64,357,162 

 

Percent of airports with 
approaches meeting 
state obstruction 
criteria 

$3,821,500 $0 $3,821,500 

Goal #3 Total $68,981,822 $0 $68,981,822 

Goal #4 

 

Percent of airports with 
airport included in local 
comprehensive and/or 
land use plan  

$3,958,900 $0 $3,958,900 

 

Execution of annual 
Airport Capital 
Improvement Plan 
(ACIP)1 

N/A N/A N/A 

 
Percent of federal 
funds allocated 
through sub-awards1 

N/A N/A N/A 

 

Percent of airports with 
a spill prevention 
control and 
countermeasure 
(SPCC) program 

$258,300 $0 $258,300 

Goal #4 Total $4,217,200 $0 $4,217,200 

Goal #5 

 

Population and area 
within a 45-minute 
drive time of an airport 
meeting business 
aircraft needs1 

N/A N/A N/A 

Goal #5 Total N/A N/A N/A 

Total Project Cost Estimate $1,136,038,125 $20,693,818 $1,156,731,942 
1These PMs did not result in individual airport project recommendations or cost estimates, as they are all system-
wide analyses. Therefore, these PMs do not appear in this section. 
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Goal #1: Protect and preserve existing airport infrastructure by 
prioritizing airport system needs 
Goal #1 PMs focus on maintaining existing aviation infrastructure to meet the diverse needs of 
Tennessee’s aviation system. Infrastructure maintenance includes monitoring pavement to 
ensure pavement condition index (PCI) standards are met and maintaining other airport 
infrastructure within its useful life.  

The total project cost estimate for Goal #1 is $1,083,532,920. Table 2 presents the total project 
cost estimate for each PM under Goal #1. Each Goal #1 PM is further explored in its own 
subsequent section, where cost estimates are presented by airport classification.  

Cost estimates for the first four PMs listed in Table 2 were derived from the TDOT Aeronautics 
Division airport pavement management system (APMS). Through the process of developing the 
APMS, the TDOT Aeronautics Division determines which airports need pavement projects and 
the cost estimates for those projects. It was determined that these cost estimates were also 
applicable to the TASP PMs that are related to pavement. Airport cost estimates from the APMS 
were assigned to applicable PMs based on airport performance on those PMs. If an airport met 
the future performance targets for all four PMs, dollars from the APMS were nevertheless 
assigned to the first two PMs in order to maintain consistency with the APMS. 

Table 2: Goal #1 Project Cost Estimates by Performance Measure 

Goal #1 Performance Measure Total Performance Measure Project 
Cost Estimate 

Percent of airports meeting the airport pavement management system 
(APMS) objective: Runways > 65  $127,571,242 

Percent of airports meeting the airport pavement management system 
(APMS) objective: Other pavement (taxiways/aprons) > 60 $222,393,886 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Pavement 
(new/reconstruction) – 20 years $173,117,648 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Pavement rehabilitation – 
10 years  $70,865,874 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Airfield lighting and signage 
– 10 years $32,942,423 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: NAVAIDs and weather 
reporting equipment – 15 years $89,799,609 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Terminal buildings – 40 
years $337,798,795 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Loading bridges – 20 years $1,398,000 

Percent of infrastructure within its useful life: Fencing – 20 years $27,645,444 

Goal #1 Total $1,083,532,920 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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RUNWAYS > 65 
The APMS objective for primary runways is a PCI of 65 or greater. Table 3 presents the current 
performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet the future 
performance targets for primary runway PCI. Cost estimates are based on the projects needed 
to meet the future performance target of all paved runways having a PCI of 65 or greater. This 
PM was assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the APMS cost estimates for 
general aviation airports. Most commercial service airports provided cost estimates for 
pavement projects in individual PCI reports; those that did not were estimated.1  

Table 3: Airports by Classification with Runway PCI of 65 or Greater – 2019 Performance/Future Performance 
Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Future Performance 
Targets 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 4 (67%) 6 (100%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service 12 (71%) 17 (100%) 5 (29%) 

Community Business 12 (80%) 15 (100%) 3 (20%) 

Community Service 26 (66%) 38 (100%) 12 (34%) 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 54 (69%) 76 (97%)1 22 (28%) 
 Source: TDOT APMS Study, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

 
1 Tri-Cities Airport (TRI), Lovell Field (CHA), and Nashville International Airport (BNA) provided pavement 
cost estimates. 
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The total project cost estimate for this PM is $127,571,242. Cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 3. Project cost estimates by project type, 
maintenance or expansion, are shown in Table 1. Project cost estimates for both Commercial 
Service and Regional Service airports is approximately 60 percent of the total project cost 
estimates for this PM. Commercial Service airport project cost estimates total $38,715,364 and 
Regional Service airport project cost estimates total $38,175,394. Community Service airport 
project cost estimates comprise 28 percent of the total project cost estimates, or $35,792,717. 
Community Business airport project cost estimates make up the smallest portion of the total 
project cost estimates for this PM, at twelve percent, or $14,887,767. Turf airports are excluded 
from the figure because a future performance target was not established for this airport 
classification.  

OTHER PAVEMENT (TAXIWAYS/APRONS) > 60 
The APMS objective for other pavement (taxiways/aprons) is a PCI of 60 or greater. Table 4 
presents the current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports 
needed to meet the future performance targets for pavement other than runways, such as 
taxiways and aprons. Project cost estimates are based on the projects needed to meet the 
future performance goal of all other pavement having a PCI of 60 or greater. This PM was 
assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the APMS cost estimates; therefore, there 
were certain airports that did not have recommended projects for this PM as part of Chapter 8 - 
Future System Performance but were assigned project cost estimates for the purposes of this 
chapter in order to be in accordance with the APMS. 

Commercial 
Service

$38,715,364
(30%)

Community 
Business

$14,887,767
(12%)

Community 
Service

$35,792,717
(28%)

Regional Service
$38,175,394

(30%)

Figure 3: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification – Runways > 65 

Source: TDOT APMS Study, 2019; individual Commercial Service airport PCI reports; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 4: Airports by Classification with Other Pavement (Taxiways/Aprons) PCI of 60 or Greater – 2019 
Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Future Performance 
Targets 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 15 (88%) 17 (100%) 2 (12%) 

Community Business 13 (87%) 15 (100%) 2 (13%) 

Community Service 30 (79%) 38 (100%) 8 (21%) 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 64 (82%) 76 (97%)1 12 (15%) 
Source: TDOT APMS Study, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $222,393,886. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 4. Regional Service airports comprise the largest 
portion of the total project cost estimate at $192,400,317, or 87 percent of the total project cost 
estimates for this PM. Community Service and Community Business airport project cost 
estimates make up the remainder of the total project cost estimate at $20,719,624, or nine 
percent, and $9,273,945, or four percent, respectively. Commercial Service airports did not 
have any recommended projects as part of this PM and thus, did not have any associated 
project cost estimates. Turf airports are excluded from the figure because a future performance 
target was not established for this airport classification.  
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PAVEMENT (NEW/RECONSTRUCTION) – 20 YEARS 
Table 5 presents the current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of 
airports needed to meet the future performance targets for new pavement or pavement 
reconstruction. Project cost estimates are based on the projects needed to meet the future 
performance goal of all new pavement or pavement that has been totally reconstructed being 20 
years old or newer. This PM was assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the APMS 
cost estimates. Therefore, there were certain airports that did not have recommended projects 
for this PM as part of Chapter 8 - Future System Performance but were assigned project cost 
estimates for the purposes of this chapter in order to be in accordance with the APMS. 

Table 5: Average Percent of Pavement (New/Reconstruction) That is 20 Years Old or Newer – 2019 
Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Average Existing 
Performance 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Percent Needed to Meet 
Future System 
Performance 

Commercial Service 47% 100% 53% 

Regional Service 59% 100% 41% 

Community Business 62% 100% 38% 

Community Service 37% 100% 63% 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 46% 97%1 51% 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

Community 
Business
$9,273,945

(4%)
Community 

Service
$20,719,624

(9%)

Regional Service
$192,400,317

(87%)

Figure 4: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Other Pavement (Taxiways/Aprons) >60 

Source: TDOT APMS Study, 2019; individual Commercial Service airport PCI reports; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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The total project cost estimate for this PM is $173,117,648. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 5. Commercial Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $79,498,665 or 46 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Regional Service airports comprise the next largest portion of the total 
project cost estimate at $46,603,966, or 27 percent. Community Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $24,530,553, or 14 percent, and Community Business airports have a 
total project cost estimate of $22,484,464, or 13 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
PM. It should be noted that Turf airports are excluded from the figure because a future 
performance target was not established for this airport classification.  

PAVEMENT REHABILITATION – 10 YEARS 
Table 6 presents the current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of 
airports needed to meet the future performance targets for pavement rehabilitation. Project cost 
estimates are based on the projects needed to meet the future performance goal of rehabilitated 
pavement that is ten years old or newer. Rehabilitated pavement that is ten years old or newer 
is within its useful life. This PM was assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the 
APMS cost estimates. Therefore, there were certain airports that did not have recommended 
projects for this PM as part of Chapter 8 - Future System Performance but were assigned 
project cost estimates for the purposes of this chapter in order to be in accordance with the 
APMS. 

Commercial 
Service

$79,498,665
(46%)

Community 
Business

$22,484,464
(13%)

Community 
Service

$24,530,553
(14%)

Regional Service
$46,603,966

(27%)

Figure 5: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Pavement (New/Reconstruction) Less Than 20 Years Old 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 6: Average Percent of Pavement Rehabilitation That is 10 Years Old or Newer – 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Average Existing 
Performance 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Percent Needed to Meet 
Future System 
Performance 

Commercial Service 26% 100% 74% 

Regional Service 51% 100% 49% 

Community Business 40% 100% 60% 

Community Service 44% 100% 56% 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 42% 97%1 55% 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $70,865,874. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 6. Commercial Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimates at $28,600,249 or 40 percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this PM. Regional Service airports comprise the next largest portion of 
the total project cost estimate at $25,963,295, or 37 percent. Community Business airports have 
a total project cost estimate of $9,185,726, or 13 percent, and Community Service airports have 
a total project cost estimate of $7,116,604, or ten percent of the total project cost estimate for 
this PM. It should be noted that Turf airports are excluded from the figure because a future 
performance target was not established for this airport classification. 

Commercial 
Service

$28,600,249
(40%)

Community 
Business
$9,185,726

(13%)
Community 

Service
$7,116,604

(10%)

Regional Service
$25,963,295

(37%)

Figure 6: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Pavement Rehabilitation Less Than 10 Years Old 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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AIRFIELD LIGHTING AND SIGNAGE – 10 YEARS  
Airfield lighting and signage that is ten years old or newer is considered within its useful life. 
Table 7 presents current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of updated 
airfield lighting and signage needed to meet future performance targets for this PM.  

Table 7: Average Percent of Airfield Lighting and Signage by Airport Classification That is 10 Years Old or Newer – 
2019 Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Average Existing 
Performance 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Percent Needed to Meet 
Future System 
Performance 

Commercial Service 63% 100% 37% 

Regional Service 55% 100% 45% 

Community Business 45% 100% 55% 

Community Service 26% 100% 74% 

Turf 0% 100% 100% 

Statewide 38% 100% 62% 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Airfield lighting and signage projects include the cost to replace and/or install airf ield signs, 
taxiway edge lights (elevated or non-elevated), runway edge lights, runway end identifier lights 
(REILs), runway centerline lights, touchdown zone lights, threshold lights, and reflectors, as 
necessary. The necessity of replacing and/or installing each of these features was determined 
on an airport-by-airport basis. All taxiway edge light and runway edge light unit prices include 
conduit, cable, counterpoise, transformers, and base cans, as well as minor changes necessary 
in feeds or vault lights.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $32,942,423. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 7. Commercial Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $11,980,098 or 36 percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. 
Community Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $9,679,178, or 29 percent of 
the total project cost estimate for this PM. Regional Service airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $6,117,604, or 19 percent, Community Business airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $4,586,320, or 14 percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost estimate of 
$579,222, or two percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. 
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NAVAIDS AND WEATHER REPORTING EQUIPMENT – 15 YEARS  
NAVAIDs and weather reporting equipment that is 15 years old or newer is considered within its 
useful life. Table 8 presents current performance, future performance targets, and the percent 
of updated NAVAIDs and weather reporting equipment needed to meet future performance 
targets. 

Table 8: Average Percent of NAVAIDs and Weather Reporting Equipment by Airport Classification That is 15 Years 
Old or Newer – 2019 Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Average Existing 
Performance 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Percent Needed to Meet 
Future System 
Performance 

Commercial Service 38% 100% 72% 

Regional Service 57% 100% 43% 

Community Business 67% 100% 33% 

Community Service 42% 100% 58% 

Turf 0% 100% 100% 

Statewide 48% 100% 52% 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

NAVAIDs and weather reporting equipment projects include the cost to replace and/or install 
cones, two- or four-light precision approach path indicators (PAPIs), two- or four-box visual 
approach slope indicators (VASIs), an approach lighting system (ALS), a rotating beacon, a 

Commercial 
Service

$11,980,098
(36%)

Community 
Business
$4,586,320

(14%)

Community 
Service

$9,679,178
(29%)

Regional Service
$6,117,604

(19%)

Turf
$579,222

(2%)

Figure 7: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airfield Lighting and Signage 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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windcone (lighted or non-lighted), and an AWOS or ASOS, as necessary. The necessity of 
replacing and/or installing each of these features was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. 
Separate unit prices were not developed for new installation as compared to updating existing 
infrastructure, as it was assumed that in order to update any NAVAID, enough work would be 
required such that the pricing would differ only marginally from new construction. 

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $89,799,609. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 8. Commercial Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $51,304,730 or 57 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Community Service airports comprise the next largest portion of the 
total project cost estimate at $18,899,207, or 21 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
PM. Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $13,784,303, or 15 percent, 
Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of $4,458,148, or five percent, 
and Turf airports have a total project cost estimate of $1,353,220, or two percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this PM. 

TERMINAL BUILDINGS – 40 YEARS  
Terminal buildings that are 40 years old or newer are considered within their useful life. Table 9 
presents current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to 
meet the future performance targets for terminal buildings. 

Commercial Service
$51,304,730

(57%)

Community 
Business
$4,458,148

(5%)

Community Service
$18,899,207

(21%)

Regional Service
$13,784,303

(15%)

Turf
$1,353,220

(2%)

Figure 8: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - NAVAIDs and Weather Reporting Equipment 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 9: Airports by Classification with Terminal Buildings 40 Years Old or Newer – 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 2 (33%) 6 (100%) 4 (67%) 

Regional Service 13 (76%) 17 (100%) 4 (24%) 

Community Business 10 (67%) 15 (100%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service 17 (45%) 31 (82%)1 14 (37%) 

Turf 1 (50%) 1 (50%)1 0 (0%) 

Statewide 43 (55%) 70 (90%)1 27 (35%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes airports that do not currently have terminal buildings. 

Terminal building projects include the cost to update the existing terminal building on a per 
square foot basis, as necessary and as determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Unit prices for 
proposed updates of terminal buildings vary based on airport classification.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $337,798,795. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 9. Commercial Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $279,093,063 or 83 percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this PM. Community Service airports make up the next largest portion 
of the total project cost estimate at $27,832,126, or eight percent of the total project cost 
estimate. Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of $19,697,232, or six 
percent, and Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $11,176,375, or 
three percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. It should be noted that Turf airports 
are not included in this figure because only one Turf airport has an existing terminal building, 
and this terminal building is 40 years old or newer.  
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LOADING BRIDGES – 20 YEARS 
Loading bridges that are 20 years old or newer are considered within their useful life. Loading 
bridges are only present at Tennessee’s primary commercial service airports. Primary 
commercial service airports are those with more than 10,000 annual enplanements. Of 
Tennessee’s six commercial service airports, only McKellar-Sipes Regional Airport (MKL) is a 
nonprimary commercial service airport. Table 10 presents current performance, future 
performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet future performance targets for 
loading bridges. 

Table 10: Airports by Classification with Loading Bridges 20 Years Old or Newer – 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 4 (67%) 5 (83%)1 1 (17%) 

Regional Service N/A No Target Established N/A 

Community Business N/A No Target Established N/A 

Community Service N/A No Target Established N/A 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 4 (67%) 5 (83%)1 1 (17%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes nonprimary commercial service airports 

Commercial 
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$279,093,063
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Community 
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$19,697,232
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Community 
Service

$27,832,126
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Regional Service
$11,176,375

(3%)
(0%)

Figure 9: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Terminal Buildings 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Loading bridges projects include the cost to construct new loading bridges, as necessary. The 
necessity of constructing new loading bridges was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. 
The loading bridges project costs include cost for purchasing and installing a new loading bridge 
at the intended gate.  

Of Tennessee’s five primary commercial service airports, only one airport does not meet the 
loading bridge objective. The project cost estimate for a loading bridge at this airport is 
$1,398,000. 

FENCING – 20 YEARS  
Fencing that is 20 years old or newer is considered within its useful life. Table 11 presents 
current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet the 
future performance targets for fencing.  

Table 11: Airports by Classification with Fencing 20 Years Old or Newer – 2019 Performance/Future Performance 
Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 4 (67%) 6 (100%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service 15 (88%) 17 (100%) 2 (12%) 

Community Business 9 (60%) 15 (100%) 6 (40%) 

Community Service 25 (66%) 38 (100%) 13 (34%) 

Turf 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 53 (66%) 78 (100%) 25 (34%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Fencing projects include the cost to remove existing fencing and construct new fencing on a 
linear foot basis, as necessary and as determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Unit prices for 
proposed removal and the construction of fencing vary based on airport classification. Fencing 
lengths were measured from satellite imagery. In cases where existing fence was not present or 
not visible, assumptions were made based on the current landscape.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $27,645,444. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 10. Community Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $8,832,107 or 32 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Community Business airports comprise the next largest portion of the 
total project cost estimate at $8,193,745, or 30 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
PM. Commercial Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $5,321,220, or 19 
percent, Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $4,427,580, or 16 
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percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost estimate of $870,792, or three percent of the 
total project cost estimate for this PM. 
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Figure 10: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Fencing 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Goal #3: Improve the safety and security of airport system users 
Goal #3 focuses on existing safety conditions at Tennessee’s airports, including safety- and 
security-related plans, a safe airfield, and approaches free of obstructions. Safety and security 
are the first and second priorities, respectively, that TDOT Aeronautics Division has in place for 
determining which airport projects to fund.  

The total project cost estimate for Goal #3 is $68,981,822. Table 12 presents the total project 
cost estimates for each PM under Goal #3. Each Goal #3 PM is further explored in its own 
subsequent section, where project cost estimates are presented by airport classification.  

Table 12: Goal #3 Project Cost Estimates by Performance Measure 

Goal #3 Performance Measure Total Performance Measure Project Cost 

Percent of airports that have adopted an emergency response 
and/or security plan $803,160 

Percent of airports meeting federal design and safety criteria 
based on existing operations and current airport reference code 

(ARC) 
$64,357,162 

Percent of airports with approaches meeting state obstruction 
criteria $3,821,500 

Goal #3 Total $68,981,822 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 

 

PERCENT OF AIRPORTS THAT HAVE ADOPTED AN EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE AND/OR SECURITY PLAN 
Emergency response plans address emergencies that occur on or directly impact an airport or 
adjacent property that a) is within the authority and responsibility of the airport to respond; b) 
may present a threat to the airport because of the proximity of the emergency to the airport; or 
c) where the airport has responsibilities under local/regional emergency plans and by mutual aid 
agreements.  

Security plans for general aviation airports follow Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
guidelines, while commercial service airports are required to follow onsite TSA guidance. The 
adoption of either an emergency response and/or security plan warrants that an airport has 
approved guidelines in place to address any onsite emergencies or security concerns.  

Table 13 presents current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports 
needed to meet the future performance targets for emergency response and/or security plans. 
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Table 13: Airports by Classification with an Emergency Response and/or Security Plan – 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 14 (82%) 17 (100%) 3 (18%) 

Community Business 10 (67%) 15 (100%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service 23 (61%) 38 (100%) 15 (39%) 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 53 (68%) 76 (97%)1 23 (29%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

Emergency response plan and security plan projects include the cost to develop appropriate 
emergency response and/or security plans, as necessary and as determined on an airport-by-
airport basis. Unit prices for the development of an emergency response plan and/or security 
plan vary based on airport classification. Commercial service airports have significantly higher 
costs due to many factors, including their greater capacity, larger footprints, and extended 
security measures.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $803,160. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 11. Community Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $523,800 or 65 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Community Business and Regional Service airports make up the 
remaining portions of the total project cost estimate at $174,600 or 22 percent and $104,760 or 
13 percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM, respectively.  

Community 
Business
$174,600

(22%)

Community 
Service
$523,800

(65%)

Regional Service
$104,760

(13%)

Figure 11: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Emergency Response and/or Security Plan 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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PERCENT OF AIRPORTS MEETING FEDERAL DESIGN AND SAFETY 
CRITERIA BASED ON EXISTING OPERATIONS AND CURRENT AIRPORT 
REFERENCE CODE (ARC) 

FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5300-13A, Airport Design, details the FAA’s standards and 
recommendations for airport design. FAA airport design standards increase safety, increase 
capacity to accommodate passengers and cargo and decrease delays, comply with federal 
environmental standards, and encourage innovative technologies that promote safety, capacity, 
and efficiency. FAA AC 150/5300-13A updated multiple FAA design methods from the previous 
AC. Three specific changes were analyzed as part of this PM: wide expanses of pavement, 
three-node concept, and direct access conflict. Table 14 presents current performance, future 
performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet the future performance targets 
for federal design and safety criteria. An airport had to be free of wide expanses of pavement, 
three-node concepts, and direct access conflicts to meet this objective. 

Table 14: Airports by Classification Meeting Federal Design and Safety Criteria – 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 0 (0%) 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 

Regional Service 5 (29%) 17 (100%) 12 (71%) 

Community Business 2 (13%) 15 (100%) 13 (87%) 

Community Service 3 (8%) 38 (100%) 35 (92%) 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 10 (14%) 76 (97%)1 66 (83%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1This percentage excludes Turf airports, which are not applicable to this analysis. 

Federal design and safety criteria projects include the cost for new pavement, pavement 
removal, site restoration, and clearing and trimming of trees, as necessary. The necessity of 
addressing each of these features was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. To mitigate 
three-node concepts, it was assumed that pavement removal would adhere to the guidelines of 
achieving the lowest cost while maintaining the established access.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $64,357,162. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 12. Commercial Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate at $21,928,449 or 34 percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. 
Community Service and Regional Service airports make up the majority of the remaining portion 
of the total project cost estimate at $19,863,046, or 31 percent, and $18,316,078, or 28 percent 
of the total project cost estimate for this PM, respectively. Community Business airports have a 
total project cost of $4,249,589, or seven percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM.  
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PERCENT OF AIRPORTS WITH APPROACHES MEETING STATE 
OBSTRUCTION CRITERIA 
Maintaining an approach free of obstructions is important for maintaining safe airspace. 
Obstructions within the approach increase the risk of damage to property or the potential injury 
or death to people in the air or on the ground. An obstruction can be natural or manmade and is 
defined as an object tall enough to cause a hazard to air navigation. This PM is based on the 
State 20:1 approach surface and airports who were issued a conditional license based on 
obstructions in the State approach surface. Airports who were given conditional licenses were 
given them in 2019 due to obstructions in the State approach surface. Table 15 presents 
current performance, future performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet the 
future performance targets for approaches meeting State obstruction criteria. 
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Figure 12: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Federal Design and Safety Criteria 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 15: Airports by Classification with Approaches Meeting State Obstruction Criteria– 2019 Performance/Future 
Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 1 (17%) 6 (100%) 5 (83%) 

Regional Service 8 (47%) 17 (100%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business 10 (67%) 15 (100%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service 20 (53%) 38 (100%) 18 (47%) 

Turf 1 (50%) 2 (100%) 1 (50%) 

Statewide 40 (51%) 78 (100%) 38 (49%) 
Source: TDOT Aeronautics Division Inspection Reports, 2019 

Mitigating obstructions projects include the cost to clear and trim trees, remove power lines, 
remove towers, remove fencing, and construct fencing, as necessary. The necessity of 
removing and/or constructing each of these features was determined on an airport-by-airport 
basis. Satellite imagery was examined to help determine the possible scope of this item, so the 
provided costs relied on this examination of two-dimensional data. From examining the 
described data, it cannot accurately be determined whether environmental assessment, land 
acquisition, or easements would be required. For most work scoped for this type of project, such 
as relocating a fence, trimming a tree, or demolishing a small tower, a full-scale environmental 
assessment would typically not be required. Costs for these items are not included in the 
estimate.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $3,821,500. The total project cost estimate for this 
PM does not include project cost estimates for Commercial Service airports. While it was 
assumed that obstructions were present in Commercial Service airport approaches for the 
purposes of future system performance targets, since TDOT Aeronautics Division does not 
inspect Part 139 airports, these obstructions are unknown. Due to the unknown nature of 
assumed obstructions at Commercial Service airports, project cost estimates were not 
developed. Project cost estimates by airport classification for this PM are shown in Figure 13. 
Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$2,167,500, or 57 percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. Regional Service 
airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $850,000, or 22 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM. Community Business airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $684,000, or 18 percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $120,000, or three percent of the total project cost estimate for this PM.  
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Figure 13: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - State Obstruction Criteria 

Source: TDOT Aeronautics Division Inspection Reports, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Goal #4: Maximize federal, state and local resources to meet the 
airport system needs and minimize environmental impacts 
Goal #4 focuses on financial and environmental performance at Tennessee’s airports. As a 
state that participates in the FAA’s State Block Grant Program (SBGP), TDOT Aeronautics 
Division promotes economically sustainable development at airports through its financial 
requirements, rules, and regulations that airports must adhere to. TDOT Aeronautics Division 
also promotes environmentally sustainable development at airports through encouraging 
cooperation with local governments and adhering to environmental regulations.  

The total project cost estimate for Goal #4 is $4,217,200. Table 16 presents the total project 
cost estimates for each PM under Goal #4. Each Goal #4 PM is further explored in its own 
subsequent section, where project cost estimates are presented by airport classification.  

Table 16: Goal #4 Project Cost Estimates by Performance Measure 

Goal #4 Performance Measure Total Performance Measure Project Cost 

Percent of airports included in local comprehensive and/or land 
use plan $3,958,900 

Percent of airports with a spill prevention control and 
countermeasure (SPCC) program $258,300 

Goal #4 Total $4,217,200 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 

 

PERCENT OF AIRPORTS INCLUDED IN LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE AND/OR 
LAND USE PLAN 
Inclusion in the local comprehensive and/or land use plan ensures that an airport is considered 
and included when a community is planning for its future development. This is particularly 
important since an airport must adhere to unique land use and zoning requirements to maintain 
safe airport operations. Table 17 presents current performance, future performance targets, and 
the percent of airports needed to meet the future performance targets for inclusion in their local 
comprehensive and/or land use plan. 

Table 17: Airports by Classification Included in Their Local Comprehensive and/or Land Use Plan – 2019 
Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 4 (67%) 6 (100%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service 8 (47%) 17 (100%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business 1 (7%) 15 (100%) 14 (93%) 

Community Service 7 (18%) 38 (100%) 31 (82%) 

Turf 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 20 (26%) 78 (100%) 58 (74%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 
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The inclusion in local land use plan projects include the cost for cooperating with local officials 
to include airports in local land use plans, as necessary. Commercial service airports have 
higher costs due to many factors, including their greater footprint and greater security 
infrastructure.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $3,958,900. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 14. Community Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $2,011,900, or 51 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Community Business airports comprise the next largest portion of the 
total project cost estimate at $908,600, or 23 percent of the total project cost for this PM. 
Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $584,100, or 15 percent, 
Commercial Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $324,500, or eight percent, 
and Turf airports have a total project cost estimate of $129,800, or three percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this PM. 

PERCENT OF AIRPORTS WITH A SPILL PREVENTION CONTROL AND 
COUNTERMEASURE (SPCC) PROGRAM 
The Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) program is a requirement by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to help prevent the discharge of oil into navigable 
bodies of water. Airports with fuel should have a SPCC program in place to be compliant with 
federal requirements and preserve a safe operating environment. This PM only includes airports 
with fuel, whether owned by the airport or a FBO. Table 18 presents current performance, future 
performance targets, and the percent of airports needed to meet the future performance targets 
for adoption of an SPCC program. 
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Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
 

Figure 14: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Local Comprehensive and/or Land Use Plan 
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Table 18: Airports by Classification with a SPCC Program – 2019 Performance/Future Performance Targets 

Airport Classification Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Proposed Future 
Performance 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Future System 

Performance 

Commercial Service 6 (100%) 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 16 (94%) 17 (100%) 1 (6%) 

Community Business 13 (86%) 14 (93%) 1 (14%) 

Community Service 27 (76%) 34 (89%)1 7 (13%) 

Turf N/A No Target Established N/A 

Statewide 62 (79%) 71 (91%)1 9 (12%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

1Note: this percentage excludes airports without fuel, whether owned by the airport or FBO 

SPCC program projects include the cost to develop appropriate SPCC programs for airports, as 
necessary. The necessity of developing SPCC programs was determined on an airport-by-
airport basis. Commercial service airports have higher costs due to many factors, including their 
greater footprint.  

The total project cost estimate for this PM is $258,300. Project cost estimates by airport 
classification for this PM are shown in Figure 15. Community Service airports comprise the 
largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $200,900 or 78 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM. Community Business and Regional Service airports comprise the 
remaining portions of the total project cost estimate at $28,700 or 11 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this PM, each. 
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Figure 15: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - SPCC Program 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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System-Wide Cost Estimates by Facility & Service Objectives 
The system-wide cost estimates by Facility & Service Objectives (F&SO) are presented in this 
section and include project cost estimates for recommended projects need to meet each F&SO. 
A recap of the F&SOs, as well as a breakdown of maintenance and expansion project cost 
estimates, is provided in Table 19. 

Table 19: TASP Facility and Service Objectives 

Facility & 
Service 

Objective 
Category 

Facility & Service 
Objective 

Maintenance 
Project Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion Project 
Cost Estimate 

Total Project Cost 
Estimate 

Airside 
Facilities 

Primary Runway Length $0 $13,006,100 $13,006,100 

Primary Runway Width $0 $11,793,841 $11,793,841 

Full Parallel Taxiway $0 $26,492,167 $26,492,167 

Primary Runway Surface $0 $0 $0 

Primary Runway 
Strength $0 $13,153,133 $13,153,133 

Minimum Runway PCI $176,675,345 $0 $176,675,345 

Minimum Airfield 
Pavement PCI (not 
including runway) 

$396,778,149 $0 $396,778,149 

Type of Runway 
Approach and Minima $0 $15,599,000 $15,599,000 

Unobstructed 
Approaches $3,666,500 $0 $3,666,500 

Runway Lighting $0 $1,630,176 $1,630,176 

Taxiway Lighting $0 $798,622 $798,622 

Runway Visual Aids $0 $4,649,436 $4,649,436 

Airport Visual Aids $83,694 $0 $83,694 

Aircraft Apron $2,491,144 $7,929,633 $10,420,777 

24-Hour Fuel $0 $1,057,540 $1,057,540 

Weather Reporting $0 $0 $0 

Airside Facilities Total $579,694,831 $96,109,648 $675,804,479 

Landside 
Facilities 

Terminal/Administration 
Building/Facility $12,000,000 $0 $12,000,000 

Ground Transportation 
Services $0 $0 $0 

After-Hours Food and 
Beverage $0 $702,000 $702,000 

Posted Contact 
Information $200 $0 $200 

Internet Access $0 $55,380 $55,380 
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Facility & 
Service 

Objective 
Category 

Facility & Service 
Objective 

Maintenance 
Project Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion Project 
Cost Estimate 

Total Project Cost 
Estimate 

24-Hour Restrooms $0 $545,600 $545,600 

Pilot Area $0 $584,500 $584,500 

Conference 
Room/Classroom $0 $0 $0 

Landside Facilities Total $12,000,200 $1,887,480 $13,887,680 

Planning 

Airport-Adopted Height 
Zoning $843,600 $0 $843,600 

Airport-Adopted 
Compatible Land Use 

Plan 
$3,309,900 $0 $3,309,900 

Airport-Adopted 
Emergency Plan $541,620 $0 $541,620 

Airport-Adopted Security 
Plan $490,380 $0 $490,380 

Airport-Adopted Airport 
Master Plan/Airport 

Layout Plan with Exhibit 
A 

$2,105,680 $0 $2,105,680 

RPZ Ownership: 
Controlled Fee Simple or 

Easement 
$0 $234,982,320 $234,982,320 

Airport-Adopted 
Minimum Standards $0 $0 $0 

Planning Total $7,291,180 $234,982,320 $242,273,500 

Total Project Cost Estimate $598,986,211 $332,979,448 $931,965,659 
 
 
The project cost estimates presented in the following sections are derived from the projects 
identif ied as part of the F&SO assessment. Unlike most PMs, all F&SO targets differ based on 
airport classification. Airports who are deficient in F&SO performance based on their airport 
classification were recommended a project to bring them up to F&SO targets. These projects 
are recommended to enhance the existing system and to meet established F&SO targets. It 
should be noted that, where applicable, airports exceeding facility & service objectives were 
considered collectively as meeting facility and service objectives, where applicable. 

The following sections are organized by F&SO Objective category (Airside Facilities, Landside 
Facilities, and Planning), and then by F&SO, where the current F&SO performance, F&SO 
objective, and project cost estimates are presented for each F&SO.  

The total project cost estimate for all F&SO projects is $931,965,659. This includes 
$598,986,211 in maintenance projects and $332,979,448 in expansion projects. Note that due 
to the aforementioned duplicate project cost estimate projects between F&SO projects and PM 
projects, the total project cost estimate for F&SO projects should not be added to the total cost 
estimate for PM projects.  
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Airside Facilities 
Airside facilities such as runways, taxiways, NAVAIDs, weather observation stations, and 
lighting, are among the most important assets at an airport. Airside facilities are the first 
exposure pilots and passengers have to an airport and, by extension, the surrounding 
community. Maintaining airside facilities to meet federal and state standards is necessary for the 
safe and efficient operation of airports.  

The total cost estimate for airside facilities is $675,804,479. Table 20 presents the total cost 
estimates for each objective for airside facilities. Project cost estimates for airside facilities are 
broken out by airport classification for each objective in the following subsections.  

Table 20: Airside Facilities Project Cost Estimates by Objective 

Airside Facilities Objective Total Objective Project Cost 

Primary Runway Length $13,006,100 

Primary Runway Width $11,793,841 

Full Parallel Taxiway $26,492,167 

Primary Runway Surface $0 

Primary Runway Strength $13,153,133 

Minimum Runway PCI $176,675,345 

Minimum Airfield Pavement PCI (not including runway) $396,778,149 

Type of Runway Approach and Minima $15,599,000 

Unobstructed Approaches $3,666,500 

Runway Lighting $1,630,176 

Taxiway Lighting $798,622 

Runway Visual Aids $4,649,436 

Airport Visual Aids $83,694 

Aircraft Apron $10,420,776 

24-Hour Fuel $1,057,540 

Weather Reporting $0 

Airside Facilities Total $675,804,479 
 

PRIMARY RUNWAY LENGTH 
Primary runway length standards ensure that airports can accommodate the aircraft that 
frequently operate at their facilities. For example, the primary runway length objective for 
Commercial Service airports is greater than the objective for Turf airports due to the different 
types of aircraft that operate at these airports. Commercial Service airport runways need to be 
able to accommodate safe takeoffs and landings of commercial service jets, which require a 
longer takeoff and landing area, while Turf airport runways need only to accommodate small 
general aviation aircraft or gliders. Table 21 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 
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Table 21: Airports by Classification Meeting the Primary Runway Length Objective 

Airport Classification Primary Runway Length 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Greater than 6,000’ 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 5,000’ – 6,000’ 16 (94%) 1 (6%) 

Community Business 4,500’ – 5,500’ 13 (86%) 2 (14%) 

Community Service 1,800’ – 4,500’ 38 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Turf 1,800’ or greater 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Statewide 75 (96%) 3 (4%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Although there were three airports that did not meet the primary runway length objective, one 
airport did not have a project developed as part of this objective due to the infeasibility of that 
particular project. The following cost estimates are for only the remaining two airports. Primary 
runway length projects include the cost for excavation, subgrade preparation, crushed 
aggregated base, asphalt, striping, electrical work, relocation of roadway, and additional RPZ 
control, as necessary. The necessity of replacing and/or installing each of these features was 
determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Any pavement surface which incurs an extension or 
change in geometry will also have significant electrical work associated with it. A line item has 
been included to account for these dollars in the estimate, and the cost is based on the existing 
infrastructure at each airport. 

The total project cost estimate for the primary runway length objective is $13,006,100. Project 
cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 16. Project cost 
estimates by project type, maintenance or expansion, are shown in Table 19. Community 
Business and Regional Service airports are the only airport classifications with project cost 
estimates for this objective. The Community Business airport has a total project cost estimate of 
$8,300,000, or 64 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. The Regional 
Service airport has a total project cost estimate of $4,706,100 or 36 percent of the total project 
cost estimate for this objective.  
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PRIMARY RUNWAY WIDTH 
Like primary runway length, primary runway width standards ensure that airports can 
accommodate aircraft that operate at their facilities. For example, the primary runway width 
objective for Commercial Service airports is greater than the objective for Turf airports due to 
the different types of aircraft that operate at these airports. Table 22 presents the objective for 
each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the 
objective. 

Table 22: Airports by Classification Meeting the Primary Runway Width Objective 

Airport Classification Primary Runway Width 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service 100’ – 150’ 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 100’ – 150’ 13 (76%) 4 (24%) 

Community Business 75’ – 100’ 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service 60’ – 75’ 35 (92%) 3 (8%) 

Turf 40’ – 60’ 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Statewide 71 (91%) 7 (9%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Although there were seven airports that did not meet the primary runway width objective, two 
airports, both privately-owned, did not have a project developed as part of this objective due to 
TDOT Aeronautics Division being unable to fund these projects at private airports. The following 

Community 
Business
$8,300,000

(64%)

Regional Service
$4,706,100

(36%)

Figure 16: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Primary Runway Length 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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cost estimates are for only the remaining five airports. Primary runway width projects include the 
cost for excavation, subgrade preparation, crushed aggregated base, asphalt, striping, electrical 
work, relocation of roadway, and additional RPZ control, as necessary. The necessity of 
replacing and/or installing each of these features was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. 
Any pavement surface which incurs an extension or change in geometry will also have 
significant electrical work associated with it. A line item has been included to account for these 
dollars in the estimate, and the cost is based on the existing infrastructure at each airport. 

The total project cost estimate for the primary runway width objective is $11,793,841. Project 
cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 17. Regional 
Service and Community Service airports are the only airport classifications with project cost 
estimates for this objective. Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of 
$10,954,491, or 93 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community 
Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $839,350, or seven percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this objective.  

FULL PARALLEL TAXIWAY 
A full parallel taxiway is a taxiway that runs the full length of the runway. A full parallel taxiway 
may also have multiple taxiway connectors that provide access to the runway, other taxiways, 
and aprons. Taxiway length and configuration impacts other airport design requirements and the 
consideration of safe airport operations. Table 23 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

 

Community 
Service
$839,350

(7%)

Regional Service
$10,954,491

(93%)

Figure 17: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Primary Runway Width 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 23: Airports by Classification Meeting the Full Parallel Taxiway Objective 

Airport Classification Full Parallel Taxiway 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 9 (53%) 8 (47%) 

Community Business Yes 9 (60%) 6 (40%) 

Community Service No 38 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Turf N/A N/A N/A 

Statewide 64 (82%) 14 (18%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Full parallel taxiway projects include the cost for excavation, subgrade preparation, crushed 
aggregated base, asphalt, striping, and electrical work, as necessary. The necessity of replacing 
and/or installing each of these features was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Any 
pavement surface which incurs an extension or change in geometry will also have significant 
electrical work associated with it. A line item has been included to account for these dollars in 
the estimate, and the cost is based on the existing infrastructure at each airport. 

The total project cost estimate for the full parallel taxiway objective is $26,492,167. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 18. Regional Service 
and Community Business airports are the only airport classifications with project cost estimates 
for this objective. Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $16,573,337, or 
63 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business airports 
have a total project cost estimate of $9,918,830, or 37 percent of the total project cost estimate 
for this objective.  

Community 
Business
$9,918,830

(37%)

Regional Service
$16,573,337

(63%)

Figure 18: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Full Parallel Taxiway 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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PRIMARY RUNWAY SURFACE 
Primary runway surfaces vary by airport type. Most public-use airports have paved runways, 
although turf runways are also common. Table 24 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 24: Airports by Classification Meeting the Primary Runway Surface Objective 

Airport Classification Primary Runway Surface 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Paved 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Paved 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Paved 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Paved 38 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Turf Turf 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Statewide 78 (100%) 0 (0%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

All airports currently meet the primary runway surface objective Therefore, there are no projects 
or project cost estimates developed for this objective. 

PRIMARY RUNWAY STRENGTH 
Primary runway strength is an important aspect of safe airport operations. Runways must be 
strong enough to handle the typical aircraft that utilize them. Primary runway strength objectives 
vary by airport classification. Table 25 presents the objective for each airport classification, 
airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 25: Airports by Classification Meeting the Primary Runway Strength Objective 

Airport Classification Primary Runway 
Strength Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Per ALP 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 
>60,000 lbs SW or DW  

OR  
Based on ALP if Part 139 

8 (47%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business 
>30,000 lbs SW or DW 

 AND 
 <60,000 lbs SW or DW 

13 (87%) 2 (13%) 

Community Service 
>12,500 lbs SW or DW 

 AND  
<30,000 lbs SW or DW 

35 (92%) 3 (8%) 

Turf N/A N/A N/A 

Statewide 62 (79%) 14 (18%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 
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Primary runway strength projects include the cost for mill and asphalt overlays, as necessary. 
The necessity of replacing and/or installing each of these features was determined on an 
airport-by-airport basis. The thickness of a proposed asphalt overlay will vary based on airport 
classification. 

The total project cost estimate for the primary runway strength objective is $13,153,133. Project 
cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 19. Regional 
Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $9,948,300, or 
76 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Service airports 
comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $1,787,500, or 14 percent 
of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business airports comprise the 
remaining portion of the total project cost estimate for this objective with $1,417,333 or 11 
percent. 

MINIMUM RUNWAY PCI 
Maintaining an airport’s pavement is critical for the safe movement of aircraft on paved facilities 
such as runways, taxiways, and other areas. The pavement condition index (PCI) is the industry 
standard to represent the current state of an airport’s pavement on a scale of 0 
(unacceptable/failed) to 100 (new/perfect condition). Table 26 presents the objective for each 
airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 
This F&SO and the next F&SO, “Minimum Airfield Pavement PCI (not including runway)” were 
assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the APMS cost estimates. Therefore, there 
were certain airports that did not have recommended projects for this F&SO as part of their 
evaluation but were assigned project cost estimates for the purposes of this chapter in order to 
be in accordance with the APMS. 

Community 
Business
$1,417,333

(11%) Community 
Service

$1,787,500
(14%)

Regional Service
$9,948,300

(76%)

Figure 19: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Primary Runway Strength 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 26: Airports by Classification Meeting the Minimum Runway PCI Objective  

Airport Classification Minimum Runway PCI 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service >70 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service >70 11 (65%) 6 (35%) 

Community Business >70 10 (67%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service >70 18 (47%) 20 (53%) 

Turf N/A N/A N/A 

Statewide 43 (55%) 33 (42%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports 

 
Although there were 33 airports that did not meet the minimum runway PCI objective, three 
airports did not have a project developed as part of this objective due to airports having recently 
completed a similar project. The following cost estimates are for only the remaining 30 airports. 
The total project cost estimate for the minimum runway PCI objective is $176,675,345. Project 
cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 20. Regional 
Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $52,275,599, or 30 percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this objective. Community Service airports have a total project cost 
estimate at $49,073,842, or 28 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
Commercial Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $45,001,766, or 25 percent, 
and Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of $30,324,138, or 17 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 

Commercial 
Service

$45,001,766
(25%)

Community 
Business

$30,324,138
(17%)

Community 
Service

$49,073,842
(28%)

Regional Service
$52,275,599

(30%)

(0%)

Figure 20: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Minimum Runway PCI 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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MINIMUM AIRFIELD PAVEMENT PCI (NOT INCLUDING RUNWAY) 
In addition to runways, the other paved areas at airports also have industry standards for 
pavement conditions. Table 27 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports 
meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. This F&SO and the prior 
F&SO, “Minimum Runway PCI” were assigned project cost estimates in accordance with the 
APMS cost estimates. Therefore, there were certain airports that did not have recommended 
projects for this F&SO as part of their evaluation but were assigned project cost estimates for 
the purposes of this chapter in order to be in accordance with the APMS. 

Table 27: Airports by Classification Meeting the Minimum Airfield Pavement PCI (Not Including Runway) Objective 

Airport Classification 
Minimum Airfield 

Pavement PCI (Not 
Including Runway) 

Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service >65 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service >65 14 (82%) 3 (18%) 

Community Business >65 13 (87%) 2 (13%) 

Community Service >65 29 (76%) 9 (24%) 

Turf N/A N/A N/A 

Statewide 62 (79%) 14 (18%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports 

 
The total project cost estimate for the minimum airfield pavement PCI (not including runway) 
objective is $396,778,149. Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are 
shown in Figure 21. Regional Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project 
cost estimate at $230,443,160, or 58 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
Commercial Service airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate 
at $101,812,512, or 26 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community 
Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $39,014,713, or ten percent, and 
Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of $25,507,764, or six percent of 
the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
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Commercial 
Service

$101,812,512
(26%)

Community 
Business

$25,507,764
(6%)

Community 
Service

$39,014,713
(10%)

Regional Service
$230,443,160

(58%)

Figure 21: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Minimum Airfield Pavement PCI (Not Including 
Runway) 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; individual commercial service airport PCI reports; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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TYPE OF RUNWAY APPROACH AND MINIMA 
The type of runway approach and minima dictates the conditions under which an aircraft can operate at an airport. Runway 
approaches broadly include precision, non-precision, and visual. Precision approaches provide lateral and vertical guidance and 
provide the most precise guidance, allowing operation under most weather conditions, including those when pilots cannot see 
and have to rely on instrumentation to land. Non-precision instrument approaches provide only lateral guidance and provide the 
next most precise guidance. Visual approaches provide no guidance, and pilots must rely on visual markings only to land. In 
general, precision approaches are necessary at busier airports, like commercial service airports, and visual approaches are 
appropriate for less busy airports, such as smaller general aviation airports. An approach minimum is the lowest cloud ceiling 
above mean sea level and lowest visibility in which descent is authorized. Approach minimums are generally higher for visual 
approaches and lower for instrument approaches. Runway approach and approach minima standards differ by airport 
classification.  

Table 28 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the 
objective. 

Table 28: Airports by Classification Meeting the Type of Runway Approach and Minima Objective 

Airport 
Classification 

Runway 
Approach 
Objective 

Airports 
Meeting 
Runway 

Approach 
Objective 

Airports 
Needed to 

Meet 
Objective 

Ceiling 
Objective 

Airports 
Meeting 
Ceiling 

Objective 

Airports 
Needed to 

Meet 
Objective 

Visibility 
Minimum 
Objective 

Airports 
Meeting 
Visibility 
Minimum 
Objective 

Airports 
Needed to 

Meet 
Objective 

Commercial 
Service 

Precision 
(both ends) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 200’ (both 

ends) 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 1/2 mile (both 
ends) 3 (50%) 3 (50%) 

Regional 
Service 

Non-Precision 
(one end) 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 300’ (one end) 13 (76%) 4 (24%) 3/4 mile (one 

end) 11 (65%) 6 (35%) 

Community 
Business 

Non-Precision 
(one end) 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 400’ (one end) 13 (87%) 2 (13%) 1 mile (one 

end) 14 (93%) 1 (7%) 

Community 
Service Visual 38 (100%) 0 (0%) Visual N/A N/A Visual N/A N/A 

Turf Visual 2 (100%) 0 (0%) Visual N/A N/A Visual N/A N/A 

Statewide 76 (97%) 2 (3%)  31 (40%) 7 (9%)  28 (36%) 10 (13%) 

Source: SkyVector, 2020 
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Runway approach and approach minima projects include the cost for clearing and trimming of 
trees, removal of power lines, removal of towers, removal of fencing, and construction of 
fencing, as necessary. For Commercial Service and Regional Service airports, it also includes 
the cost of an ALS. The necessity of removing, installing, and/or constructing each of these 
features was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. In cases where obstructions were 
“unknown”, for Commercial Service and Regional Service airports only, the cost of the ALS 
alone was priced.  

The total project cost estimate for the runway approach and minima objective is $15,599,000. 
Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 22. 
Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $7,415,000, or 48 percent of the 
total project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airports have a total project 
cost estimate of $6,500,000, or 42 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
Community Business airports comprise the remainder of the total project cost estimate, at 
$1,684,000, or 11 percent. 

UNOBSTRUCTED APPROACHES 
An airport approach surface is a surface longitudinally centered on the extended runway 
centerline and extending outward and upward from each end of the runway’s primary surface. 
An approach surface is applied to each runway end based on the type of approach available or 
planned for that runway end (visual, non-precision, or precision). Airport approaches must be 
kept clear of obstructions, per Part 77, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). An obstruction is 
defined in Part 77, Subpart C, as an object tall enough to cause a hazard to air navigation. 
Table 29 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, 
and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Commercial 
Service

$6,500,000
(42%)

Community 
Business
$1,684,000

(11%)

Regional Service
$7,415,000

(48%)

Figure 22: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Runway Approach and Minima 

Source: SkyVector, 2020; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 29: Airports by Classification Meeting the Unobstructed Approaches Objective 

Airport Classification Unobstructed Approaches 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service 
Clear approaches in accordance 
with type of approach and State 
obstruction standards/criteria 

1 (17%) 5 (83%) 

Regional Service 
Clear approaches in accordance 
with type of approach and State 
obstruction standards/criteria 

8 (47%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business 
Clear approaches in accordance 
with type of approach and State 
obstruction standards/criteria 

10 (67%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service 
Clear approaches in accordance 
with type of approach and State 
obstruction standards/criteria 

20 (53%) 18 (47%) 

Turf 
Clear approaches in accordance 
with type of approach and State 
obstruction standards/criteria 

1 (50%) 1 (50%) 

Statewide 40 (51%) 38 (49%) 
Source: TDOT Aeronautics Division Inspection Reports, 2019 

Unobstructed approach projects include the cost for clearing and trimming of trees, removal of 
power lines, removal of towers, removal of fencing, and construction of fencing, as necessary. 
The necessity of removing, installing, and/or constructing each of these features was 
determined on an airport-by-airport basis.  

The total project cost estimate for the unobstructed approaches objective is $3,666,500. Project 
cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 23. Community 
Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $2,077,500, or 
57 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Regional Service airports 
comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $815,000, or 22 percent of 
the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $659,000, or 18 percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $115,000, or three percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
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RUNWAY LIGHTING 

Runway lighting is imperative for safe and efficient operations at the airport. Runway lighting 
standards vary across airport classifications. Table 30 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 30: Airports by Classification Meeting the Runway Lighting Objective 

Airport Classification Runway Lighting 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service MIRL 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service MIRL 16 (94%) 1 (6%) 

Community Business MIRL 14 (93%) 1 (7%) 

Community Service Not a Target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a Target N/A N/A 

Statewide 36 (46%) 2 (3%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Runway lighting project costs include upgrading runway lighting to MIRL, as necessary. The 
necessity of upgrading runway lighting was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. The unit 
price for upgrading existing runway lighting includes replacing existing medium intensity fixtures 
and transformers, as well as minor associated vault work. 

Community 
Business
$659,000

(18%)

Community 
Service
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(57%)

Regional Service
$815,000

(22%)

Turf
$115,000

(3%)

Figure 23: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Unobstructed Approaches 

Source: TDOT Aeronautics Division Inspection Reports, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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The total project cost estimate for the runway lighting objective is $1,630,176. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 24. Regional Service 
and Community Business airports are the only airport classifications with project cost estimates 
for this objective. Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $880,176, or 54 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business airports have a 
total project cost estimate of $750,000, or 46 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
objective.  

TAXIWAY LIGHTING 
Taxiway lighting is beneficial to safe and efficient operations at airports. Table 31 presents the 
objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to 
meet the objective.  

Community 
Business
$750,000

(46%)

Regional Service
$880,176

(54%)

Figure 24: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Runway Lighting 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 31: Airports by Classification Meeting the Taxiway Lighting Objective 

Airport Classification Taxiway Lighting 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service MITL 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service MITL 16 (94%) 1 (6%) 

Community Business MITL 14 (93%) 1 (7%) 

Community Service Reflectors 27 (71%) 11 (29%) 

Turf Not a Target N/A N/A 

Statewide 63 (81%) 13 (17%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Taxiway lighting project costs include upgrading taxiway lighting to MITL and installing 
reflectors, as necessary. The necessity of upgrading and/or installing these elements was 
determined on an airport-by-airport basis. The unit price for upgrading existing taxiway lighting 
includes replacing existing medium intensity fixtures and transformers, replacing and installing 
reflectors, and minor associated vault work. 

The total project cost estimate for the taxiway lighting objective is $798,622. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 25. Regional Service 
airports have a total project cost estimate of $344,850 or 43 percent of the total project cost 
estimate for this objective. Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of 
$317,504, or 40 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Service 
airports comprise the remaining portion of the total project cost estimate for this objective, with 
$136,268, or 17 percent. 

Community 
Business
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(40%)
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Service
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Regional Service
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Figure 25: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Taxiway Lighting 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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RUNWAY VISUAL AIDS 
Runway visual aids, such as precision approach path indicators (PAPIs), runway end identifier 
lights (REILs), and approach lighting systems (ALS), provide navigational and operational cues 
for aircraft operations at airports. Runway visual aids requirements and needs vary across the 
airport classifications. Table 32 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports 
meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective.  

Table 32: Airports by Classification Meeting the Runway Visual Aids Objective 

Airport Classification Runway Visual Aids 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service PAPI/REIL or ALS (both 
ends) 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service PAPI/REIL or ALS (both 
ends) 15 (88%) 2 (12%) 

Community Business PAPI/REIL or ALS (both 
ends) 14 (93%) 1 (7%) 

Community Service PAPI/REIL (both ends) 28 (74%) 10 (26%) 

Turf Cones 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 

Statewide 62 (79%) 16 (21%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Runway visual aids projects include costs for cones, PAPIs, VASIs, approach lighting system, 
and runway end identif ier lights, as necessary. The necessity of upgrading and/or installing 
these elements was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Unit prices for proposed new 
runway visual aids vary based on airport classification. 

The total project cost estimate for the runway visual aids objective is $4,649,436. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 26. Community Service 
airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $4,192,386 or 90 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Regional Service airports comprise 
the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $315,854, or seven percent of the 
total project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airports have a total project 
cost estimate of $90,904, or two percent, and Community Business airports have a total project 
cost estimate of $45,452, or one percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
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AIRPORT VISUAL AIDS 
Airport visual aids, such as beacons and wind cones, provide navigational and operational cues 
for aircraft at airports. Airport visual aids requirements and needs vary across the airport 
classifications. Table 33 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting 
the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective.  

Table 33: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport Visual Aids Objective 

Airport 
Classification Airport Visual Aids Objective Airports Meeting 

Objective 
Airports Needed 
to Meet Objective 

Commercial 
Service Beacon and Lighted Windcone 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional 
Service Beacon and Lighted Windcone 16 (94%) 1 (6%) 

Community 
Business Beacon and Lighted Windcone 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community 
Service 

Windcone (day-time operations only) 
Lighted Windcone (day and night-time operations) 

Beacon (day and night-time operations) 
34 (89%) 4 (11%) 

Turf Windcone 2 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Statewide 73 (94%) 5 (6%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Figure 26: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Runway Visual Aids 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Airport visual aids projects include costs for rotating beacons, windcones, and lighted 
windcones, as necessary. The necessity of upgrading and/or installing these elements was 
determined on an airport-by-airport basis. Unit prices for proposed new airport visual aids vary 
based on airport classification. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport visual aids objective is $83,694. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 27. Community Service 
and Regional Service airports are the only airport classifications with project cost estimates for 
this objective. Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost 
estimate at $69,264, or 83 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Regional 
Service airports comprise the remaining portion of the total project cost estimate for this 
objective, with $14,430, or 17 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 

AIRCRAFT APRON 
Aircraft aprons provide parking and overnight storage of aircraft at airports. Aprons can 
accommodate different types of aircraft parking needs, and the objectives vary at different 
airport classifications. Table 34 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports 
meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective.   

Figure 27: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport Visual Aids 

Community 
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$69,264
(83%)

Regional Service
$14,430
(17%)

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 34: Airports by Classification Meeting the Aircraft Apron Objective 

Airport Classification Aircraft Apron Objective Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service 
Accommodate regular 

transient activity and local 
parking 

5 (83%) 1 (17%) 

Regional Service 
Accommodate regular 

transient activity and local 
parking 

14 (82%) 3 (18%) 

Community Business 
Accommodate regular 

transient activity and local 
parking 

14 (93%) 1 (7%) 

Community Service 
Accommodate regular 

transient activity and local 
parking 

36 (95%) 2 (5%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 69 (88%) 7 (9%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

   

Aircraft apron projects include costs for the hangar demolition, hangar relocation, and apron 
expansion, as necessary. The necessity of conducting these elements was determined on an 
airport-by-airport basis. Satellite imagery was examined to determine the current apron size at 
each relevant airport and to examine possibilities for expansion. Assumptions for expanding the 
apron were made based on existing ramp size, airport classification, and visibly-available land 
area. 

The total project cost estimate for the aircraft apron objective is $10,420,776. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 28. Regional Service 
airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $4,800,888, or 46 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airports 
comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $3,224,380, or 31 percent 
of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $1,372,715, or 13 percent, and Community Business airports have a 
total project cost estimate of $1,022,793, or ten percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
objective.  
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24-HOUR FUEL 
Many fueling systems at airports are self-serve and provide 24-hour access with the use of a 
credit card reader. Users can access fueling services without the need of an airport attendant. 
Table 35 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, 
and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 35: Airports by Classification Meeting the 24-Hour Fuel Objective 

Airport Classification 24-Hour Fuel Objective Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 15 (88%) 2 (12%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 36 (46%) 2 (3%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
24-hour fuel projects include costs for installing a 24-hour fuel system, as necessary. The 
project cost for installing a 24-hour fuel system is assumed to be a lump sum cost for all airports 
not currently meeting the objective. Proposed fueling system prices include necessary site work 
and electrical work. 
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Figure 28: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Aircraft Aprons 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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The total project cost estimate for the 24-hour fuel objective is $1,057,540. Only Regional 
Service airports have projects for this objective.  

WEATHER REPORTING 
Adequate weather reporting coverage across Tennessee’s aviation system helps ensure that 
pilots have access to current and localized weather data when traveling in the state. Surface 
weather observation stations consist of various equipment that broadcast minute-by-minute 
weather data directly to pilots. At towered airports, weather data can be transmitted by Air 
Traffic Control Towers (ATCTs). At non-towered airports, information is primarily provided by 
automated weather reporting systems, such as AWOS or ASOS. Table 36 presents the 
objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to 
meet the objective. 

Table 36: Airports by Classification Meeting the Weather Reporting Objective 

Airport Classification Weather Reporting 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 38 (49%) 0 (0%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

   

All applicable airports currently meet the weather reporting objective. Therefore, there are no 
projects or project cost estimates developed for this objective. 
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Landside Facilities and Services 
Landside facilities, such as terminal buildings and their associated amenities, are where many 
pilots and passengers spend a considerable amount of time at an airport. Landside facilities can 
help an airport make a good impression on users, increasing the likelihood that users will return. 
Most airports have some degree of landside facilities, meaning that the maintenance and 
promotion of these facilities is important to the function of individual airports, as well as the 
overall system. 

The total project cost estimate for landside facilities is $13,887,680. Table 37 presents the total 
project cost estimates for each landside facilities objective. Project cost estimates for landside 
facilities are broken out by airport classification for each objective in the following subsections.  

Table 37: Landside Facilities Project Cost Estimates by Objective 

Landside Facilities Objective Total Objective Project Cost 

Terminal/Administration Building/Facility $12,000,000 

Ground Transportation Services $0 

After-Hours Food and Beverage $702,000 

Posted Contact Information $200 

Internet Access $55,380 

24-Hour Restrooms $545,600 

Pilot Area $584,500 

Conference Room/Classroom $0 

Landside Facilities Total $13,887,680 
 

TERMINAL/ADMINISTRATION BUILDING/FACILITY 
Terminal buildings are important infrastructure at airports. Terminal buildings are a visitor’s first 
impression of an airport and may even be a visitor’s first impression of the local community. 
Terminal buildings house many of an airport’s essential functions and services. At commercial 
service airports, terminal buildings house ticketing, security, baggage services, rental car and 
intermodal facilities, and services such as restaurants, bathrooms, and lounges. At general 
aviation airports, terminal buildings house flight planning, passenger lounges, conference rooms 
and classrooms, and pilot lounges. Table 38 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 
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Table 38: Airports by Classification Meeting the Terminal/Administration Building/Facility Objective 

Airport Classification 
Terminal/ Administration 

Building/ Facility 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Yes 32 (84%) 6 (16%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 70 (90%) 6 (7%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Terminal/administration building/facility projects include costs for the construction of new 
terminal/administration buildings and/or facilities on a per square foot basis, as necessary and 
as determined on an airport-by-airport basis. The total project cost estimate for the 
terminal/administrative building/facility objective is $12,000,000. Only Community Service 
airports have projects for this objective. 

GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
The availability of ground transportation services at airports, such as taxi cabs, rental vehicles, 
courtesy cars, and transportation network companies, support connections to airports by staff, 
pilots, and passengers. Ground transportation services are landside amenities that airports 
provide to support existing users and gain potential new users. Table 39 presents the objective 
for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the 
objective. 

Table 39: Airports by Classification Meeting the Ground Transportation Services Objective 

Airport Classification Ground Transportation 
Services Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service 

At least one available 
courtesy car/car 

rental/transportation 
network company (TNC) 

6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 

At least one available 
courtesy car/car 

rental/transportation 
network company (TNC) 

17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business 

At least one available 
courtesy car/car 

rental/transportation 
network company (TNC) 

15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 38 (49%) 0 (0%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 
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All applicable airports currently meet the ground transportation services objective. Therefore, 
there are no projects or project cost estimates developed for this objective.  

AFTER-HOURS FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
The availability of after-hours food and beverage is an amenity for airport users who travel 
through the airport during non-regular business hours when restaurants or cafeterias are 
typically closed for service. Table 40 presents the objective for each airport classification, 
airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 40: Airports by Classification Meeting the After-Hours Food and Beverage Objective  

Airport Classification After-Hours Food and 
Beverage Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Vending 5 (83%) 1 (7%) 

Regional Service Vending 4 (24%) 13 (76%) 

Community Business Vending 8 (53%) 7 (47%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 17 (22%) 21 (27%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 

After-hours food and beverage projects include costs for enabling access to vending after hours 
and installing a vending machine that is available after hours. The necessity of enabling and 
installing these elements was determined on an airport-by-airport basis. The unit price for 
“Enable access to vending after hours” was assumed to include a new 24-hour access into the 
existing terminal, with infrastructure and security measures as necessary to isolate the 
proposed vending from the rest of the terminal. 

The total project cost estimate for the after-hours food and beverage objective is $702,000. 
Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 29. 
Regional Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$413,000 or 59 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business 
airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $227,000, or 32 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airports 
comprise the remaining portion of the total project cost estimate for this objective, with $62,000, 
or nine percent. 
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POSTED CONTACT INFORMATION 
Posted contact information should be implemented and readily available at all airports. Table 41 
presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports 
that need to meet the objective. 

Table 41: Airports by Classification Meeting Posted Contact Information Objective 

Airport Classification Posted Contact 
Information Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Yes 37 (97%) 1 (3%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 75 (96%) 1 (1%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 
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Figure 29: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - After-Hours Food and Beverage 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Posted contact information projects include costs for posting contact information, as necessary 
and on an airport-by-airport basis. It is assumed the cost associated with posting contact 
information would be very low, if any. 

The total project cost estimate for the posted contact information objective is $200. Only 
Community Service airports have projects for this objective. 

INTERNET ACCESS 
Internet access and Wi-Fi are provided at airports to better serve and retain existing users, as 
well as attract new users. Table 42 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports 
meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 42: Airports by Classification Meeting the Internet Access Objective 

Airport Classification Internet Access 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Yes 32 (84%) 6 (16%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 70 (90%) 6 (8%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 

Internet access projects include costs for installing and maintaining 24-hour WiFi access within 
the terminal, as necessary and on an airport-by-airport basis. Unit prices for enabling 24-hour 
internet access within terminal buildings vary based on airport classification. 

The total project cost estimate for the internet access objective is $55,380. Only Community 
Service airports have projects for this objective.  

24-HOUR RESTROOM 
Many airports provide 24-hour access to restrooms, where users can access the restroom 
facilities even while the rest of the airport landside facilities are closed. Table 43 presents the 
objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to 
meet the objective. 
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Table 43: Airports by Classification Meeting the 24-Hour Restroom Objective 

Airport Classification 24-Hour Restroom 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 

Regional Service Yes 8 (46%) 9 (54%) 

Community Business Yes 10 (67%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 23 (30%) 15 (19%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

    

24-hour restroom projects include costs for enabling access to 24-hour restrooms, as necessary 
and on an airport-by-airport basis. The unit price for “Enable access to 24-hour restrooms” was 
assumed to include a new 24-hour access into the existing terminal, with infrastructure and 
security measures as necessary to isolate the proposed restrooms from the rest of the terminal.  

The total project cost estimate for the 24-hour restrooms objective is $545,600. Project cost 
estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 30. Regional Service 
airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $306,900, or 56 percent 
of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business airports comprise the 
next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $170,500, or 31 percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airport comprise the remaining 
portion of the total project cost estimate of this objective, with $68,200, or 13 percent.   
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PILOT AREA 
Pilot areas at airports serve and retain existing users, as well as attract new users to the airport. 
Table 44 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, 
and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 44: Airports by Classification Meeting the Pilot Area Objective 

Airport Classification Pilot Area Objective Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Yes 28 (74%) 10 (26%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 64 (82%) 12 (15%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Pilot area projects include costs for the construction of a new pilot area on a per square foot 
basis, as necessary. The necessity of constructing new pilot areas was determined on an 
airport-by-airport basis. The size and unit price for construction of a pilot area within the terminal 
vary based on airport classification. 
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Figure 30: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - 24-Hour Restroom 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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The total project cost estimate for the pilot area objective is $584,500. Project cost estimates by 
airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 31. Community Service and 
Commercial Service airports are the only airport classifications with project cost estimates for 
this objective. Community Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $397,500, or 68 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Commercial Service airports have a 
total project cost estimate of $187,000, or 32 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
objective.  

CONFERENCE ROOM/CLASSROOM 
Conference room and classroom space at airports are important amenities for business users. 
The availability of a conference room and/or classroom space at airports can be used to better 
serve existing business users and to attract new business users to the airport. Table 45 
presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports 
that need to meet the objective. 
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Figure 31: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Pilot Area 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 45: Airports by Classification Meeting the Conference Room/Classroom Objective 

Airport Classification 
Conference 

Room/Classroom 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 17 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Business Yes 15 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Community Service Not a target N/A N/A 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 38 (49%) 0 (0%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
All applicable airports currently meet the conference room/classroom objective. Therefore, there 
are no projects or project cost estimates developed for this objective. 
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Planning 
Airport planning is vital to ensuring the long-term viability of airport facilities statewide. Further, 
airports are supported in future expansion and growth with justif ications documented in airport 
planning documents. Several planning efforts can be undertaken with local communities, TDOT, 
and the FAA to protect and maintain critical airport infrastructure, as well as plan for future 
needs and development. 

The total project cost estimate for planning is $242,273,500. Table 46 presents the total cost 
estimates for each objective for planning. Planning project cost estimates are broken out by 
airport classification for each objective in the following subsections.  

Table 46: Planning Project Cost Estimates by Objective 

Planning Objective Total Objective Project Cost 

Airport-Adopted Height Zoning $843,600 

Airport-Adopted Compatible Land Use Plan $3,309,900 

Airport-Adopted Emergency Plan $541,620 

Airport-Adopted Security Plan $490,380 

Airport-Adopted Airport Master Plan/Airport Layout Plan with 
Exhibit A $2,105,680 

RPZ Ownership: Controlled Fee Simple or Easement $234,982,320 

Airport-Adopted Minimum Standards $0 

Planning Total $242,273,500 
 

AIRPORT-ADOPTED HEIGHT ZONING 

Airport-adopted height zoning regulations guide development around airports and limit the 
existence of potential airport hazards. Table 47 presents the objective for each airport 
classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 47: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Height Zoning Objective 

Airport Classification Airport-Adopted Height 
Zoning Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 

Regional Service Yes 13 (76%) 4 (24%) 

Community Business Yes 11 (73%) 4 (27%) 

Community Service Yes 22 (58%) 16 (42%) 

Turf Yes 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 50 (64%) 28 (36%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Airport-adopted height zoning projects included costs for adopting airport height zoning 
regulations, as necessary. The necessity of adopting height zoning regulations was determined 
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on an airport-by-airport basis. Planning costs may vary based on airport classification. Costs are 
higher for commercial service airports due to their size and complexity. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport-adopted height zoning objective is $843,600. 
Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 32. 
Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$449,920 or 53 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Project cost 
estimates for Commercial Service, Regional Service, and Community Business airports 
comprise the next largest portions of the total project cost estimate at $112,480, or 13 percent of 
the total project cost estimate for this objective, each. Turf airports comprise the remaining 
portion of the total project cost estimate for this objective, with $56,240, or seven percent.  

AIRPORT-ADOPTED COMPATIBLE LAND USE PLAN 
Land use plans are important aspects of airport planning related to the land uses surrounding 
airports. Land use plans can be used to determine potential incompatible adjacent land uses or 
where there are opportunities for airports to expand their operations. Table 48 presents the 
objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to 
meet the objective. 
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Figure 32: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport-Adopted Height Zoning 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 48: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Compatible Land Use Plan Objective 

Airport Classification 
Airport-Adopted 

Compatible Land Use 
Plan Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 

Regional Service Yes 8 (47%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business Yes 6 (40%) 9 (60%) 

Community Service Yes 9 (24%) 29 (76%) 

Turf Yes 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 28 (36%) 50 (64%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Airport-adopted compatible land use plan projects include costs for adopting compatible land 
use plans, as necessary. The necessity of adopting compatible land use plans was determined 
on an airport-by-airport basis. Planning costs may vary based on airport classification. Costs are 
higher for commercial service airports due to their size and complexity. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport-adopted compatible land use plan objective is 
$3,309,900. Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 
33. Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$1,882,100, or 57 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Project cost 
estimates for Regional Service and Community Business airports comprise the next largest 
portions of the total project cost at $584,100, or 18 percent of the total project cost estimate for 
this objective, each. Commercial Service airports and Turf airports make up the remainder of 
the total project cost estimate for this objective at $129,800 or four percent, each. 

Figure 33: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport-Adopted Compatible Land Use Plan 
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Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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 AIRPORT-ADOPTED EMERGENCY PLAN  

An airport emergency is defined as any occasion or instance, natural or manmade, that 
warrants action to save lives and protect property and public health. FAA AC 150/5200-31C, 
Airport Emergency Plans, states that airport emergency plans should address emergencies that 
occur on or directly impact an airport or adjacent property that a) is within the authority and 
responsibility of the airport to respond; or b) may present a threat to the airport because of the 
proximity of the emergency to the airport; or c) where the airport has responsibilities under 
local/regional emergency plans and by mutual aid agreements. Table 49 presents the objective 
for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the 
objective. 

Table 49: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Emergency Plan Objective 

Airport Classification 
Airport-Adopted 
Emergency Plan 

Objective 
Airports Meeting 

Objective 
Airports Needed to 

Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 13 (76%) 4 (24%) 

Community Business Yes 10 (67%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service Yes 21 (55%) 17 (45%) 

Turf Yes 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 

Statewide 51 (65%) 27 (35%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Airport-adopted emergency plan projects include costs for adopting airport emergency plans, as 
necessary. The necessity of adopting emergency plans was determined on an airport-by-airport 
basis. Planning costs may vary based on airport classification. Costs are higher for commercial 
service airports due to their size and complexity. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport-adopted emergency plan objective is $541,620. 
Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 35. 
Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$341,020, or 63 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business 
airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $100,300, or 19 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Regional Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $80,240, or 15 percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $20,060, or four percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
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AIRPORT-ADOPTED SECURITY PLAN 
Airport security plans are important aspects of safety at airports. The TSA provides guidance on 
general aviation airport security plans, recommending that general aviation security plans 
address eight functional areas, including risk-based methodology, personnel, aircraft, 
infrastructure, surveillance, security plans and communications, special operations, and tenants 
and users. Commercial service security plans must follow guidance from onsite TSA services. 
Table 50 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, 
and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Table 50: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Security Plan Objective 

Airport Classification Airport-Adopted 
Security Plan Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 13 (76%) 4 (24%) 

Community Business Yes 9 (60%) 6 (40%) 

Community Service Yes 17 (45%) 21 (55%) 

Turf Yes 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 45 (58%) 33 (42%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 
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Figure 34: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport-Adopted Emergency Plan 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Airport-adopted security plan projects include costs for adopting airport security plans, as 
necessary. The necessity of adopting security plans was determined on an airport-by-airport 
basis. Planning costs may vary based on airport classification. Costs are higher for commercial 
service airports due to their size and complexity. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport-adopted security plan objective is $490,380. 
Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are shown in Figure 36. 
Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$312,060, or 64 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Community Business 
airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost estimate at $89,160, or 18 
percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. Regional Service airports have a total 
project cost estimate of $59,440, or 12 percent, and Turf airports have a total project cost 
estimate of $29,720, or six percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 

AIRPORT-ADOPTED AIRPORT MASTER PLAN/AIRPORT LAYOUT PLAN 
WITH EXHIBIT A 

Airports are required to include an Exhibit A in each ALP update. An Exhibit A is a property map 
of the airport which must include a plan view showing parcels of land, including fee-simple land 
interests, easement interests, and the airport property line, as well as a data table explaining 
these parcels. The Exhibit A property map must also include access points for through-the-
fence operations. Table 51 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports 
meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective. 
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Figure 35: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport-Adopted Security Plan 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 51: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Airport Master Plan/Airport Layout Plan with Exhibit 
A Objective 

Airport Classification 
Airport-Adopted Airport 

Master Plan/Airport 
Layout Plan with Exhibit 

A Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service 
Approved planning 

documents: No more than 
8 years old 

6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service 
Approved planning 

documents: No more than 
10 years old 

11 (65%) 6 (35%) 

Community Business 
Approved planning 

documents: No more than 
10 years old 

10 (67%) 5 (33%) 

Community Service 
Approved planning 

documents: No more than 
10 years old 

18 (47%) 20 (53%) 

Turf Not a target N/A N/A 

Statewide 45 (58%) 31 (40%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

 
Airport-adopted airport master plan/airport layout plan with Exhibit A projects include costs for 
developing and adopting airport master plans and/or airport layout plans with Exhibit A, as 
necessary. The necessity of developing and adopting these elements was determined on an 
airport-by-airport basis. Planning costs may vary based on airport classification. 

The total project cost estimate for the airport-adopted airport master plan/airport layout plan with 
Exhibit A objective is $2,105,680. Project cost estimates by airport classification for this 
objective are shown in Figure 37. Community Service airports comprise the largest portion of 
the total project cost estimate at $1,400,000, or 66 percent of the total project cost estimate for 
this objective. Community Business airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project 
cost estimate at $400,000, or 19 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
Regional Service airports comprise the remaining portion of the total project cost estimate at 
$305,680, or 15 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
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RPZ OWNERSHIP: CONTROLLED FEE SIMPLE OR EASEMENT 
Runway protection zones (RPZ) are areas at the ends of runways that serve to protect people 
and property in the event that an aircraft lands beyond the runway end. Airports control land for 
RPZs via fee simple or easement. Table 52 presents the objective for each airport classification, 
airports meeting the objective, and airports that need to meet the objective 

Table 52: Airports by Classification Meeting the RPZ Ownership: Controlled Fee Simple or Easement Objective 

Airport Classification 
RPZ Ownership: 

Controlled Fee Simple 
or Easement Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to Meet 
Objective 

Commercial Service Controlled fee simple and 
easement: 100% / 100% 1 (17%) 5 (83%) 

Regional Service Controlled fee simple and 
easement: 100% / 100% 8 (47%) 9 (53%) 

Community Business Controlled fee simple and 
easement: 100% / 100% 5 (33%) 10 (67%) 

Community Service Controlled fee simple and 
easement: 100% / 100% 11 (29%) 27 (71%) 

Turf Controlled fee simple and 
easement: 100% / 100% 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 25 (32%) 53 (68%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Community 
Business
$400,000

(19%)

Community 
Service

$1,400,000
(66%)

Regional Service
$305,680

(15%)

Figure 36: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - Airport-Adopted Airport Master Plan/Airport Layout Plan with 
Exhibit A  

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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RPZ ownership: controlled fee simple or easement projects include costs for acquiring RPZ 
ownership, as necessary and on an airport-by-airport basis. The costs are based on the effort 
required to assemble either a controlled fee simple or easement for RPZ ownership. Costs also 
include land acquisition and associated demolition or construction projects as necessary.  

The total project cost estimate for the RPZ ownership: controlled fee simple or easement 
objective is $234,982,320. Project cost estimates by airport classification for this objective are 
shown in Figure 38. Commercial Service airports comprise the largest portion of the total 
project cost estimate at $123,252,400, or 52 percent of the total project cost estimate for this 
objective. Community Service airports comprise the next largest portion of the total project cost 
estimate at $45,323,320, or 19 percent of the total project cost estimate for this objective. 
Regional Service airports have a total project cost estimate of $40,423,040, or 17 percent, 
Community Business airports have a total project cost estimate of $24,132,840, or ten percent, 
and Turf airports have a total project cost estimate of $1,850,720, or one percent of the total 
project cost estimate for this objective. 

AIRPORT-ADOPTED MINIMUM STANDARDS 
While states adopt minimum standards for all airports in the system, airports can also adopt 
minimum standards at their own airport level, which govern the day-to-day operations at the 
airport. Airport-adopted minimum standards ensure safe environments for aviation operations. 

Table 53 presents the objective for each airport classification, airports meeting the objective, 
and airports that need to meet the objective. 

Commercial 
Service

$123,252,400
(52%)

Community 
Business

$24,132,840
(10%)

Community 
Service

$45,323,320
(19%)

Regional 
Service

$40,423,040
(17%)

Turf
$1,850,720

(1%)

Figure 37: Project Cost Estimates by Airport Classification - RPZ Ownership: Controlled Fee Simple or 
Easement 

Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019; Connico, Inc, 2021 
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Table 53: Airports by Classification Meeting the Airport-Adopted Minimum Standards Objective 

Airport Classification 
Airport-Adopted 

Minimum Standards 
Objective 

Airports Meeting 
Objective 

Airports Needed to 
Meet Objective 

Commercial Service Yes 6 (100%) 0 (0%) 

Regional Service Yes 15 (88%) 2 (12%) 

Community Business Yes 11 (73%) 4 (27%) 

Community Service Yes 15 (39%) 23 (61%) 

Turf Yes 0 (0%) 2 (100%) 

Statewide 47 (60%) 31 (40%) 
Source: TASP Inventory Data Survey, 2019 

Project cost estimates were not developed as part of this objective.  
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Table 54: Combined Project Costs by Airport 

Associated City Airport Name FAA ID 
Maintenance 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 

Total Projects 
Cost Estimate 

Commercial Service Airports 

Bristol/Johnson/Kin
gsport Tri-Cities Airport TRI $37,120,700 $20,184,160 $57,304,860 

Chattanooga Lovell Field CHA $16,514,422 $11,163,160 $27,677,582 

Jackson McKellar-Sipes 
Regional Airport MKL $30,762,221 $3,380,200 $34,142,421 

Knoxville McGhee Tyson 
Airport TYS $22,545,322 $23,005,040 $45,550,362 

Memphis Memphis 
International Airport MEM $349,161,436 $7,010,960 $356,172,396 

Nashville Nashville 
International Airport BNA $62,302,519 $68,550,460 $130,852,979 

General Aviation Airports 

Athens McMinn County 
Airport MMI $5,463,160 $5,467,860 $10,931,020 

Benton Chilhowee 
Gliderport 92A $622,139 $1,891,581 $2,513,720 

Bolivar William L. 
Whitehurst Field M08 $5,619,262 $72,660 $5,691,922 

Camden Benton County 
Airport 0M4 $4,429,096 $65,860 $4,494,956 

Centerville Centerville 
Municipal Airport GHM $4,499,083 $2,028,370 $6,527,453 

Chattanooga Dallas Bay Sky 
Park 1A0 $5,721,882 $2,487,970 $8,209,852 

Clarksville Outlaw Field CKV $15,735,121 $65,100 $15,800,221 

Cleveland Cleveland Regional 
Jetport RZR $891,893 $9,770,160 $10,662,053 

Clifton Hassell Field M29 $1,584,356 $2,090,150 $3,674,506 

Collegedale Collegedale 
Municipal Airport FGU $3,370,380 $591,860 $3,962,240 

Columbia/Mount 
Pleasant 

Maury County 
Airport MRC $14,166,786 $4,600,600 $18,767,386 

Copperhill Martin Campbell 
Field 1A3 $5,448,122 $5,389,542 $10,837,664 

Covington Covington 
Municipal Airport M04 $3,248,610 $126,660 $3,375,270 

Crossville 
Crossville Memorial 

Airport/Whitson 
Field 

CSV $5,888,947 $1,878,560 $7,767,507 
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Associated City Airport Name FAA ID 
Maintenance 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 
Total Projects 
Cost Estimate 

Dayton Mark Anton Airport 2A0 $3,648,598 $295,360 $3,943,958 

Dickson Dickson Municipal 
Airport M02 $6,296,750 $990,000 $7,286,750 

Dyersburg Dyersburg 
Regional Airport DYR $7,350,540 $2,779,603 $10,130,143 

Eagleville Puckett Field 50M $729,273 $1,891,581 $2,620,854 

Elizabethton Elizabethton 
Municipal Airport 0A9 $4,935,835 $13,069,590 $18,005,425 

Fayetteville Fayetteville 
Municipal Airport FYM $8,328,435 $65,860 $8,394,295 

Gainesboro Jackson County 
Airport 1A7 $1,771,987 $1,327,859 $3,099,846 

Gallatin Music City 
Executive Airport XNX $2,952,387 $2,814,053 $5,766,440 

Greeneville Greeneville 
Municipal Airport GCY $7,156,741 $1,483,560 $8,640,301 

Halls Arnold Field M31 $13,178,538 $2,929,139 $16,107,677 

Hohenwald John A Baker Field 0M3 $1,593,050 $4,074,470 $5,667,520 

Humboldt Humboldt 
Municipal Airport M53 $6,507,367 $7,013,860 $13,521,227 

Huntingdon Carroll County 
Airport HZD $5,796,637 $2,819,060 $8,615,697 

Jacksboro Colonel Tommy C. 
Stiner Airfield JAU $5,131,044 $670,860 $5,801,904 

Jamestown Jamestown 
Municipal Airport 2A1 $590,253 $862,510 $1,452,763 

Jasper 
Marion County 
Airport - Brown 

Field 
APT $8,673,386 $2,867,220 $11,540,606 

Johnson City Johnson City 
Airport 0A4 $2,463,232 $1,146,009 $3,609,240 

Knoxville 
Knoxville 

Downtown Island 
Airport 

DKX $19,015,909 $13,516,693 $32,532,602 

Lafayette Lafayette Municipal 
Airport 3M7 $9,668,059 $6,818,860 $16,486,919 

Lawrenceburg 
Lawrenceburg-

Lawrence County 
Airport 

2M2 $2,046,503 $493,360 $2,539,863 

Lebanon Lebanon Municipal 
Airport M54 $7,766,764 $14,970,830 $22,737,594 
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Associated City Airport Name FAA ID 
Maintenance 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 
Total Projects 
Cost Estimate 

Lewisburg Ellington Airport LUG $7,569,339 $1,167,460 $8,736,799 

Lexington-Parsons Beech River 
Regional Airport PVE $1,435,568 $0 $1,435,568 

Linden James Tucker 
Airport M15 $2,517,336 $912,010 $3,429,346 

Livingston Livingston 
Municipal Airport 8A3 $4,530,746 $41,250 $4,571,996 

Madisonville Monroe County 
Airport MNV $4,165,010 $0 $4,165,010 

McKinnon Houston County 
Airport M93 $1,644,773 $2,260,925 $3,905,698 

McMinnville Warren County 
Memorial Airport RNC $7,988,064 $0 $7,988,064 

Memphis General Dewitt 
Spain Airport M01 $7,354,560 $8,500,000 $15,854,560 

Millington Charles W Baker 
Airport 2M8 $8,196,514 $33,460 $8,229,974 

Millington Millington-Memphis 
Airport NQA $17,252,630 $5,972,500 $23,225,130 

Morristown Moore-Murrell 
Airport MOR $3,954,971 $1,337,100 $5,292,071 

Mountain City Johnson County 
Airport 6A4 $1,678,027 $1,259,983 $2,938,010 

Murfreesboro Murfreesboro 
Municipal Airport MBT $8,189,451 $9,749,933 $17,939,384 

Nashville John C Tune 
Airport JWN $7,600,767 $0 $7,600,767 

Oneida Scott Municipal 
Airport SCX $13,912,220 $1,786,900 $15,699,120 

Paris Henry County 
Airport PHT $4,100,937 $1,217,790 $5,318,727 

Portland Portland Municipal 
Airport 1M5 $4,899,312 $462,793 $5,362,105 

Pulaski Abernathy Field GZS $5,917,672 $4,929,260 $10,846,932 

Rockwood Rockwood 
Municipal Airport RKW $1,626,790 $41,250 $1,668,040 

Rogersville Hawkins County 
Airport RVN $4,679,033 $2,025,870 $6,704,903 

Savannah Savannah-Hardin 
County Airport SNH $1,648,456 $1,480,000 $3,128,456 

Selmer Robert Sibley 
Airport SZY $3,081,419 $6,221,860 $9,303,279 
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Associated City Airport Name FAA ID 
Maintenance 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 

Expansion 
Projects Cost 

Estimate 
Total Projects 
Cost Estimate 

Sevierville Gatlinburg-Pigeon 
Forge Airport GKT $2,917,158 $11,067,950 $13,985,108 

Sewanee Franklin County 
Airport UOS $3,055,762 $3,629,970 $6,685,732 

Shelbyville 
Bomar Field-
Shelbyville 

Municipal Airport 
SYI $5,925,631 $167,660 $6,093,291 

Smithville Smithville 
Municipal Airport 0A3 $4,142,630 $2,583,686 $6,726,316 

Smyrna Smyrna Airport MQY $151,062,452 $65,100 $151,127,552 

Somerville Fayette County 
Airport FYE $1,338,121 $0 $1,338,121 

Sparta Upper Cumberland 
Regional Airport SRB $6,435,096 $3,259,090 $9,694,186 

Springfield 
Springfield 

Robertson County 
Airport 

M91 $4,903,422 $2,952,053 $7,855,475 

Tazewell New Tazewell 
Municipal Airport 3A2 $2,746,357 $3,462,370 $6,208,727 

Tiptonville Reelfoot Lake 
Airport 0M2 $4,425,321 $1,444,973 $5,870,294 

Trenton Gibson County 
Airport TGC $3,640,340 $900,010 $4,540,350 

Tullahoma 

Tullahoma 
Regional 

Airport/William 
Northern Field 

THA $79,349,014 $4,156,000 $83,505,014 

Union City Everett-Stewart 
Regional Airport UCY $4,670,069 $0 $4,670,069 

Waverly Humphreys County 
Airport 0M5 $2,141,569 $928,370 $3,069,939 

Winchester Winchester 
Municipal Airport BGF $2,974,053 $9,856,204 $12,830,258 

Project Cost Totals $1,124,367,332 $346,595,031 $1,470,962,363 
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